
Korte boost safety reporting 
A 50% improvement for about $5 a day! 

— WHISTLE REWARDS CASE STUDY

Micro-rewards and incentives have a big 
impact on job site safety and 
productivity.  Yet most constructors use 
outdated gift cards and often reward 
people in a way that has little impact on 
the bottom line (like a pizza party at the 
end of the week).  Whistle Rewards is 
helping constructors build a culture of 
safety and performance – while 
significantly improving the value of their 
existing Procore investments.

[PLACE LOGO HERE]

LOCATION:
SAINT LOUIS, MO

ANNUAL CONSTRUCTION VOLUME:
$600 MILLION

PRIMARY INDUSTRY:
DISTRIBUTION CENTERS, DEPT OF 

DEFENSE, HEALTHCARE 

“Whistle Rewards is 
an easy way to 
improve reporting in 
Procore and help 
build a culture of 
safety and 
performance.”

The Challenge
Good project documentation and record keeping in Procore can make all the 
difference when it comes to defending against future legal challenges.  But 
on a busy job site. its easy to let little administrative tasks like safety incident 
notes and photos, slip.

The Solution
Korte Construction activated Whistle Rewards for Procore across 9 projects 
to encourage better safety incident reporting and photo documentation.  The 
goal was to encourage more consistent documentation across all projects 
and create a more complete record for each project.
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100% Engagement
All projects invited to 

participate, did!

The Results

50% Increase in 
Safety Reports

Compared to the 12 week 
average 

$5.16 Average Daily 
Reward

Paid out per project



Improve Safety, Productivity and Procore Adoption.
You make a significant investment in Procore and often how people use Procore has a big impact on 
your bottom line.  Whistle was designed to improve the behaviors on the job site that drive your 
success.  By automating incentives for specific actions in Procore or serving as an ad-hoc rewards tool 
to build culture, Whistle is helping constructors improve safety outcomes, productivity and profitability. 
on a job site.

Easy to deploy
Set up and launch in 

minutes

Cost effective
Just a few dollars a 

day

Measurable 
impact

See results in days

So many ways to Whistle while you work!
• Daily Log Incentives
• Safety Incident Reporting
• Submittal Goals
• Safety Incentives and Rewards
• Employee Recognition
• Attendance Incentives
• New Hire Stipends
• Employee Referral Incentives
• Transportation Budgets
• Anniversary rewards
• Ad-hoc bonuses

Construction Co.


